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ROBOTIC MOWER INSTALLATION PLANNING AND PARTS LIST 

By this time, you have researched and picked a robotic mower brand and model following our buyers 
guide.  The following installation planning and parts list is assuming you have chosen an auto mower 
capable of covering up to 1.25 acres and is based upon buried boundary wire technology.  Although non-
boundary-wire technologies started releasing into the market in 2019/2020, most implementations are still 
using buried wire. Until the wireless technology performs more consistently and meets broader use cases, 
we see the boundary wire-based installations representing most of the installations today. 
 
For this guide, we will plan on preparing a 4-acre area of your commercial property. 
 

STEP 1 - TERMINOLOGY 
 
We’ll start with some terminology before we get into the installation parts. 
 
Auto mower 
We like to refer to these robotic mowers as Goats.   
 
Zone 
We refer to these 1-acre areas as Pens that our Goats graze. 
 
Charging Station 
These are docking stations used by the Goats to automatically charge themselves while they work 
 
Power Source 
Each charging station (1 per pen) requires a standard 110V outlet within 6 feet of its planned location 
 
Boundary Wire 
Buried wire that creates the Pen where the Goat will graze.  This is an electrified perimeter that is like a 
pet fence 
 
 

STEP 2 – MAPPING and PLANNING 
 
1. Identify and map out your 4-acre installation plot.  Google My Maps is a great tool to draw four (4)  

1-acre sections to guide you during your onsite installation.  Here is an example of 4 pens (1-acre 
sections) of a soccer field. 

 

 
 

 
 

2.  The blue markers represent the location of 
charging stations.  These “docking stations” 
provide a place for the Goats to recharge while 
they work.  For traditional installations, a charging 
station is required for each Pen.  
 
3.  Electricity is required to power each charging 
station.  Charging stations come with standard 
110V plugs.  In this example, the blue markers 
would provide at least two (2) 110 V outlets   
 
4.  Schedule an installation date that allows for 
two team members to allocate 3-4 hours to 
complete the installation, testing, and validation of 
each Pen (1 acre area) 
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ROBOTIC MOWER INSTALLATION PLANNING AND PARTS LIST 

STEP 3 – PARTS and EQUIPMENT LIST 
 
 
 

 


